Expandable screens expanding their applications

**RECORD DEPLOYMENT**

An expandable sand screens (ESS) is a sieve like material that keeps out sand while letting in oil through the drain point. It is typically run in a drain hole to the required producing zone, and when it is expanded, it remains in that state for the production life.

The authors discuss how the integrated drilling team successfully deployed ESS technology at a total length of 1,447 ft at a well depth of 6,740 ft, the longest since the technology debuted. The ESS eliminated the need for internal gravel packs, chemicals and acids and the associated disposal problems. In addition to describing the planning and application of ESS technology, the paper also evaluates the best practice and lessons learned in the well construction.

**Multi-Zone Completions**

A case history of a sand control campaign using ESS technology in two oil and two gas production wells offshore India is presented. Major drivers for choosing ESS as an alternative for gravel pack in the wells were cost savings in terms of rig time, less risky operations in multi-zone completions in deviated wellbores and higher expected productivity index due to larger effective wellbore radius. After the wells were brought on stream, the effectiveness of the ESS completions in controlling sand production was routinely evaluated using a digital-ultrasonic sand monitor.

**EXPANDABLE SCREEN**

The monodiameter well allows multiple strings of the same size drilling liner to be installed in a well without a decrease in internal diameter. The monodiameter reduces drilling costs and enables operators to maintain the well’s optimal completion diameter.

**MONODIAMETER DRILLING LINER**

With the recent success of a field trial well, the monodiameter well has moved from concept to reality and is now a viable well construction process. The monodiameter well is a breakthrough in the oil and gas industry, allowing multiple strings of the same size drilling liner to be installed in a well without a decrease in internal diameter. The monodiameter well construction process reduces total drilling costs, especially in challenging areas, and enables operators to maintain well’s optimal completion diameter, according to the authors.

**EXPANDABLE SCREW**

Marlim Sul in Campos Basin, southeast Brazil, is the largest oilfields in the country. The water depth ranges from 1,000 to 1,900 meters and has been developed by horizontal wells with potential productivity up to 5000 m3/d.

Sand control is one of the main issues in this field due to the presence of unconsolidated sandstones in the reservoir. The application of new technologies like expandable sand screen allowed a new well design to be set eliminating one phase in the well.

**EXPANDABLE IN UNDERBALANCED**

Recent technology advancements now make possible the deployment and expansion of Expandable Sand Screen into an underbalanced well, opening the door to bringing the well-established benefits of UBD into the area of less consolidated sandstones in the reservoir. Key to achieving this desirable end result is the development of a new full-bore Downhole Deployment Valve (DDV) that serves as a subsurface lubricator valve for running the unexpanded ESS safely into the live UBD well.

The elimination of gravel packs and conventional sand screens results in significant production improvements over alternative solutions.
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